




START

\
Decide to establish a new LSP to the downstream LSR 3oH

Allocate a new label for the new LSP 30 C>

4a
Set up the new LSP by adding

the new label to the outgoing forwarding table

Insert the new label into a packet destined for the downstream LSR

iL
Set an indicator in the packet to indicate that the packet is labeled 31^

V

\ Forward the labeled packet to the downstream LSR over the outgoing interface

30 o



START

Decide to establish a new LSP for a particular

FEC/outgoing interface to the downstream LSR

I

Allocate a new label for the new LSP

Set up the new LSP by mapping the new label to the

FEC/outgoing interface in the outgoing forwarding table

I
Receive a packet 3

Determine the FEC/outgoing interface for the packet

based upon the network layer addressing information in the packet

it
Determine that the FEC/outgoing interface is associated with the new LSP

Insert the new label into the packet

k-
\ Set the indicator in the packet to indicate that the packet is labeled

Forward the labeled packet to the downstream LSR over the outgoing interface



START

^
Receive a labeled packet o ver the incoming interface

\L .
Decide to establish a new LS? to the downstream LSR

Allocate a new label for the new LSP]»5

Determine the FEC/outgoing interface for the packet

based upon the network layer addressing information in the packet

Set up the new LSP by mapping the new label to the

FEC/outgoing interface in the outgoing forwarding table

Insert the new label into the packet

Set the indicator in the packet to indicate that the packet is labeled

Forward the labeled packet to the downstream LSR over the outgoing interface

END



START

Receive a labeled packet including a new label

from the upstream LSR over an incoming interface

Determine the FEC and outgoing interface for the packet

based upon the network layer addressing information in the packet

Set up a label switched path by adding

the new label to the incoming forwarding table
4^^

I

Forward the packet over the outgoing interface
^

HI ^

END



START 6^

I

Decide to stop using the label switched path to the downstream LSR

I

Forward unlabeled packets to the downstream LSR ^ ^ ^

Remove the label from the outgoing forwarding table

END



Determine that the label switched path is no longer being used

Remove the label from the incoming forwarding table 1 (cOG

it
END





START

Determine whether the packet is associated with

an existing LSP in the outgoing forwarding table

\J0

~.<:::;^stablish new LSP?

J/

Allocate a new label for the new LSP

Set up the new LSP in the outgoing forwarding table using the new label

^ Label the packet

i

Forward the packet to the outgoing interface

END





,

START 1^^^

> 1

j Receive a packet from the incoming interface

J

1 Determine whether the packet is labeled
[

10

^^i::::^^^ ^^^^

k-—
Search for the label in the incoming forwarding table

Found?

Determine FEC/outgoing interface based

upon network layer addressing information

Set up the new LSP in the

incoming forwarding table

Forward the packet based upon

y ^network layer addressing information

\0\0

Forward the packet based upon

the label switching information

10




